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What’s in this pack?

Welcome back everyone!

Introduction
This retail pack offers some solutions and advice for 
implementing the new social distancing rules set out by the 
Scottish Government. 
This pack should be used to support the main information found 
in the Charity Retail Association’s reopening guide. Throughout 
this retail pack we will refer to a section of the charity retail 
association suggestions and offer practical examples of how to 
implement in your store.



Receiving a continual stream of donations is key to the sustainability of any charity 
or reuse retailer. Stores may find a drop in donators post Coronavirus, so it’s 
important to make it as easy as possible for people to drop-off things safely and 
conveniently. 

How your business accepts or received donations will depend on the type of 
products you sell. The solutions for collecting furniture donations will be different to 
accepting smaller donations through the front door of your business.

Any products groups that are likely to be brought to the store by customers should 
have a process in place for them to do so safely. Check the Charity Retail 
Association’s pack for guidance.

Products most likely brought in by customers are:

1. Clothing, shoes, accessories

2. Kids clothing, toys and books

3. Small furniture and bric a brac

4. Bikes

Larger furniture items will be collected from the donators home and so different 
distancing measures should be in place for both employees and donators. Check the 
Charity Retail Association’s pack for guidance.

1.0 Donations drop off

Receiving Donations Considerations:
• Can this be done outside of opening hours? As a priority think 

about the possibility of closing the store one or two mornings 
per week to accept donations only.

• Think about how to refuse donations if customers bring them 
in when the shop is open and trading? Do you need a large 
sign externally advertising your donating times?

• If closing for a few hours isn’t possible, think about using any 
external areas where a donations bin can be placed during 
opening hours? Foyer area or car park?

• Make suitable adjustments to opening hours that clearly state 
when the shop is opening later for donation drop-offs.

For further information see Charity Retail Associations guidance section titled Bricks & Mortar - shop and shop-related issues

The standard advice for accepting donations at the shop is:
• Shops could accept donations when closed but not 

when trading (e.g. accept donations 9-11am and 4-
5pm each day).



1.1   Accepting donations when shop is open
Considerations:
• Can the donations be dropped off at another door (rear door)?
• Can the donations bin be kept outside the shop or in car park areas?

The Charity Retail associations pack is clear that the preferred 
option is for stores to close when accepting donations. 

Where this is not possible or in situations where customers are 
coming to buy as well as donate, contact-less solutions for drop-
offs should be considered.

Here we have illustrated a couple of options whereby a dump bin 
could be placed close to the front door. 

For further information see the Charity Retail Association’s 
guidance in the section titled Bricks & Mortar - shop and shop-
related issues.



2.0  Managing external areas

Considerations for outside your store  
• Limit the number of entry and exit points into and out of store. 
• Limit the number of customers in the store at any time. 
• Use a staff member to meet customers, explain the social distancing requirements 

and control the number of customers entering store at any one time. 
• Consider whether temporary barriers should be available in case it is necessary to 

stop people joining a queue. 
• Consider place clear signage outside of the store explaining the social distancing 

measures in place that customers should follow. 
• Placing markings outside the store to assist correct queue spacings. 
• Speak to nearby premises to work together to manage possible shared queuing areas. 

Encourage customers to shop alone wherever possible. Please bear in mind that this 
is not always possible. 

• Schedule deliveries to avoid crowding in delivery areas. 
• Consider non-contact stock deliveries. 
• Businesses in shopping centres should discuss queue management with centre 

management to determine the best way to avoid congestion. 
• Consider limiting shopping visits instore to 10 minutes per customer.

To support the Charity Retail Association’s pack in the section titled Bricks & Mortar - shop and shop-related issues.

Re-opening considerations must include crowd control and queuing systems 
outside.  Stores may have to work together with their neighbouring stores to 
share pavement space for queuing. 

Social distancing posters and other Coronavirus-related 
communications will need to be displayed before customers enter.
Carefully select a range of essential outside communication that 
works for your shop/ customers.

Steps should be taken to maintain social distancing in and, immediately outside the shop.
You should put up signage reminding donors to keep 2 metres away from other people and
not to enter the shop if they have any Coronavirus symptoms. 



The entrance and exit points in your shop will 
determine your floor layout. 

Stores with a single entrance and exit point will find 
this area high-risk. The ideal situation is that there is a 
separate entrance and exit. In order to adhere to social 
distancing rules shops may need to position a ‘meeter 
and greeter’ just outside (or inside) this area. This 
social distancing champion would manage the flow of 
customers in and out of the shop.

Social distancing means that more focus will be 
needed externally to ensure safe shopping.

2.1   External ideas: with assistant outside

Considerations:
• Marking out the pavement with 

tape.
• Adding posters to glass at eye level
• Put a donations bin outside the 

shop to save more people 
entering.

• Appoint a social distancing 
champion that can help guide 
customers on the correct system.

Social distancing advisor 
(external)

Distancing tape 2m apart Donations bin outside

Social distancing posters on glass at eye level

Open door



2.2    External ideas: No assistant outside

During quiet periods, a notice board can 
be used to manage flow in and out of the 
front entrance. This should be monitored 
and there should be an assistant inside the 
shop to help with distancing instead.

NO Social distancing advisor outside

Distancing notice 
board



2.3    External ideas: No assistant outside
Shops should consider whether it is better for them to position a member 
of staff inside the shop near the entrance. This staff member could multi-
task and serve customers while managing the customer flow in and out of 
the shop.

Shops with a tillpoint near the entrance can also manage the influx of 
customers from this area, while also processing sales.

Since staffing could be an issue for many stores, multi-tasking options for 
crowd control /customer service etc should be considered.

Social distancing advisor positioned inside entrance at tillpoint.Social distancing advisor positioned inside entrance.



2.4 Warehouse: external areas

Some external posters are 
mandatory such as:
1 - Asking customers to 
stay 2 metres apart when 
inside 
2 – Asking not to go inside 
if you show signs of 
Coronavirus

So make sure you make 
space for these near 
entrance areas.

Click and Collect options should 
also be contactless where 
possible

Considerations:
• Can donations be contactless? Is there an external area that can be 

signposted and dedicated to contactless drop-offs?

For further information see Charity Retail Association’s guidance in the section titled 
Bricks & Mortar - shop and shop-related issues

External donations bin



2.5 Entrance and exit notices 
Make your own
Shops may find that they need to make their own notices to help navigate 
customers through their own store.
The examples below illustrate the sort of notices that can be used outside to help 
guide customers.

A-BOARD NOTICES
For shops with single 

entry/exit point

A-BOARD NOTICES
For shops with separate 

entry/exit points

A-BOARD NOTICES
For shops with 

external donations 
drop-off areas

Home-made social distancing poster in A-board frame



2.6 Downloadable posters: FREE

https://www.morplan.com/gb_en/produc
ts/ppe#free-ppe-poster

Click the links below for FREE downloadable posters print any of 
these off onto A4 or A3 paper and use in windows and instore.

https://www.acs.org.uk/covid-19-coronavirus-posters-retailers

Watch out for Revolve’s 
FREE downloadable 
poster coming soon!

https://www.morplan.com/gb_en/products/ppe#free-ppe-poster
https://www.acs.org.uk/covid-19-coronavirus-posters-retailers


2.7 External notice examples 2

A-board frames are a great way of 
communicating with the customer outside 
on the street. They can provide a physical 
barrier too and great to use as queue 
barriers. 



2.8   Sourcing Equipment

Wrap Round Sneeze Guard Clear - 70cm

Upright Counter Sneeze Guard Clear - 80cm

For further information see Charity Retail Association’s guidance 
section titled People, Operational & Marketing

Marketing ideas

Why not make a video welcoming customers 
back. See B&Q’s here (click the link)

https://www.diy.com/customer-
support#icamp=HP_Cat5_shopsafely

Approximately 
£70

Approximately 
£40

https://www.morpl
an.com/gb_en/pro
ducts/ppe

Hanging Sneeze Guard Clear – 60cmx95cm

Approximately 
£30

https://www.diy.com/customer-support#icamp=HP_Cat5_shopsafely
https://www.morplan.com/gb_en/products/ppe


3.0 Window display /ideas for opening

Window displays
Many people will be delighted to get out and about after 
months of staying safe indoors. As they begin to venture out 
into the high street, give them a feast for the eyes by planning 
some fresh, appealing summer themed window displays.

Opening window themes
Considerations for opening themes should be:
1 - A celebration of our NHS and all essential workers in the 
form of blue hearts, rainbows or similar.

2 – Holidaying at home – as everyone will be holidaying at 
home this year anything to do with BBQ’s, camping or the 
great outdoors. British themed summer holiday.

3 – A celebration of the strength of your community. Displays 
about your charity and community working together could 
work well too.

4 – Often a heavily themed beach or Summer window will 
bring a smile featuring floral strappy dresses/ pastel prints/ 
men’s shorts etc.

5 - – A ‘family gathering’ window where there is a reuniting of 
generations (adult and kids busts with family portraits of 
grandad etc) – this could be done as a picnic theme.

For further information see Charity Retail Association’s guidance section titled People, Operational & Marketing



• Your shop floor layout will vary depending on what entrance/exits you 
have available. Stores with one door (a single entrance and exit point) will 
find this area high-risk and may need to adjust their internal space here to 
adhere to the 2-metre rule.

• Assess if it’s feasible to establish separate entry and exit points in your 
shop as this is the best option.

4.0 Choosing the correct layout for your store
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Grid system        
(two way)

Loop system      
(one way)

Loop system                
(with two-way perimeter)

• Consider the flow of customers around your floorspace. Remember, stores will need to 
adhere to strict social distancing rules of 2 metres between each customer and staff 
member. This will involve the use of floor tape to mark out these areas. You should 
consider removing floor fixtures to help create more space for distancing measures.

entrance
Exit/ click & 
collectentranceentrance
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tillpoint

4.1  Shop example: Side entrance/ long and narrow

Wall sections

Wall sections 

W
all sections 

Single entry/exit point

Centre floor fixtures (back to 
back)

‘Hello,  please 
keep to the tape 
marks on the floor 
thank you

w
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Loop system
A one-way loop system is the simplest and 
easiest system to implement. It’s clear to 
shopper’s that everyone is going in the same 
direction.

Things to note about this system:
• Suits most sizes and shapes of stores.
• You can add a donations box somewhere 

on the ‘loop’ system
• Need to control the number of shoppers 

and the entry and exit area
• Centre floor equipment can be pulled 

together in the middle of the floor creating 
and ‘island’ of fixtures. This can save on 
storage back of house.

• The outside of the fixtures should be 
shoppable and the customers on either 
side should be 2 metres apart. 



Wall sections – hanging garments

Wall sections – hanging garments

W
all sections 

W
all sections 

tillpoint

4.2 Shop example: 
with separate entry
& exit points

Centre floor fixtures (back to back)

Centre floor fixtures (back to back)

Centre floor fixtures (back to back)

Entrance 
only
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Exit
only

A shop with separate entry and exit points works 
best for social distancing. 
This loop system is in a larger store but still one way 
round the shop.
Things to note about this system:
• Donations bins are kept inside the shop while 

opened.
• Customers are led through the shop on a one-

way system. 
• Easy to shop.
• Can be slow if customers in front are browsing 

slower that others.

Lead-in 
table



tillpoint

4.3  Distancing:  marking out 2 metre lines

Wall sections

Wall sections 

W
all sections 

Centre floor fixtures (back to 
back)
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2-metre tape

• Social distancing guidelines state that 
internal/external spaces should be 
measured and marked with 2m tape.

• A ‘distancing champion’ should be used 
to greet customers and help them 
understand the social distancing rules 
inside. They can also manage traffic flow 
and total numbers in and out
of the shop.

Queue
here



Wall sections – hanging garments

Wall sections – hanging garments

A grid system is effective in large 
stores with lots of centre floor space.
Things to note about this system:
• Customers are less restricted 

and can go back and see a 
product they have missed.

• If an aisle if too busy the 
shopper can easily move to 
another aisle.

• Lots of areas will need to be 
taped and floor markings 
throughout to indicate direction 
of travel.

• Customers will stay longer in 
your shop.
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4.4 Shop example: with  
central doorway

Centre floor fixtures (back to back)

Donation 
drop-off

Centre floor fixtures (back to back)

Distancing tape



Wall sections - dining room
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tillpoint
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Warehouse example:  
with separate entry 
and exit points

windows

Exit only
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W
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Larger shops and warehouses would 
benefit from using the grid system.

Things to note about this system:
• Making each aisle ‘double-width’ 

will allow traffic flow in both 
directions.

• This will allow a freer movement of 
people throughout the space, while 
still adhering to strict social 
distancing guidelines. More 
customers will be able to shop here. Donation drop-

off bins



Wall sections

Wall sections 
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Centre floor fixtures (back to 
back)
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• Once the 2-metre tape has 
been put in place, this shop  
has 13 clear 2metre spaces. 
However we have reduced this 
by 3 spaces to allow for more 
flexibility and movement for 
those already in the shop.

2-metre tape

• The queuing system 
outside has place for 3 
people.

5.0 Calculating ‘how many people?’

tillpoint

Outside 
queuing

Total customers inside: 10



Wall sections

Wall sections 
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Centre floor fixtures (back to 
back)
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• Once the 2-metre tape has 
been put in place, this shop can 
hold 17 customers safely. 
However we have reduced this 
by 4 spaces to allow for more 
flexibility and movement for 
those already shopping.

2-metre tape

5.1  Calculating
‘how many
people?’

tillpoint

Total customers inside: 13



5.2 What are other retailers doing?

1 The Co-op Has introduced a dedicated shopping hour for the elderly and vulnerable at all of its UK stores.

2 Holland and Barrat The retailer has put in measures to ensure its stores enforce social distancing including only allowing two 
shoppers in-store at any one time and reduced opening hours.

3 M&S Marks & Spencer unveiled plans to put greeters at the front of its shops, put two-metre distance markers 
on floors, built time into staff shifts to enable them to wash their hands every half hour and has asked 
customers not to scan their Sparks loyalty cards for the time being.

4 Aldi’s Aldi are providing disposable facemasks for customers.

5 Lidl Like many of its competitors, it has reserved the first hour of trading for elderly shoppers and checkout 
protection screens across all its stores across the UK.

6 Halfords The retailer has “fundamentally” changed how its stores operate. Customers are no longer allowed into 
stores to browse in order to stick to social distancing rules. Halfords is instead providing services and 
collection from the front of store and insisted it “will only continue to operate this service while we 
believe it is safe to do so for our colleagues and communities”.

Have a look at what other retailers are doing and see if there is an idea here you could use in your business.
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